
 

Whitewater at 

Bluegums, Eildon, 

Victoria Jan 5 to 12 

2019. 

 

Saturday 5th Jan – Arrival at Bluegums 

Another great turnout in Jan 2019 at Blue Gums, with a wide range of members of Adelaide 

Canoe Club and families attending. Once again the trip was led by Wayne Hooper and Libby 

Robertson. Scott Polley and Bruce Enting and families also attended, primarily to conduct novice 

training. 

This year was run more as Peer paddles with Wayne and Scott concentrating on training. Other 

Club members attending were Charlie and Marina Walker, Chris Hofmeyer, Rob and Bron 

Bowen, Will Polley, Leigh Richardson, Simon and Anne Langsford and Mark Loram. And for 

the first time, Kim Wooning drove all the way over with her cute dog “Storm”, after hearing all 

the good stories about previous Blue Gums trips. 

This year’s novices where Kim Wooning, Wayne and Libby’s grandchildren and other family 

members also Julie Moroney’s daughter Rhiannon and Scott Polley’s younger children. 

Blue Gums campsite looked a bit quieter this year, probably due to the later arrival. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I arrived about 3pm just as the rain was starting to clear on Saturday after dropping Ange off with 

relatives in Melbourne. Setup tent in campsite T20, nice and close to the river (I quickly reserved 

for next year) then wandered down to the classroom. 

Plenty of room in the campground! 

http://adelaide.canoe.org.au/


 

 

 

 

Simon and Anne, Leigh, Chris, Wayne and Libby and Charlie and Marina were already on the 

water practicing their manoeuvres. River much higher this year at around 2.3m with the top of 

second pumpkin on river right only just above the water. 

 

Wayne and Libby’s family where 

watching the on water activities in 

preparation for their training session. 

Found out everyone was booked into 

the Thornton Pub for dinner so no need 

to cook dinner for the first night. 

 

 

 

 

Sunday 6th Jan – Refresher Training 

Slept well with the soothing sound of running water in the Goulburn River. Campground a little 

quieter than previous years with most of the New Year revelers already returned to Melbourne. 

Woke up to plenty of dew on the tent after Saturday’s rain. Most of us gathered in the classroom 

section of the river for a refresher paddle with plenty of ferry gliding, and practice around the 

pumpkins. We soon discovered that surfing the wave coming over the second pumpkin was a bit 

challenging, with a tendency to be pushed right or left if you got the approach wrong. 

A few of us practiced rolling, upstream from the pumpkins but it wasn’t long before the ice-

cream headaches started which put a stop to the fun! 

Mark's Palace at Campsite N20 

Wayne with his novice team 

Marina, Anne and Charlie around the Pumpkins 



 

We paddled upstream to the small rapid to 

warm up and some surfing practice. Wasn’t 

long before Chris was distracted checking 

out the banks for ripe blackberries – 

concluded we were probably about a week 

early! 

The Polley’s and Enting’s arrived during the 

day and set up camp on the river bank and 

prepared for their novice training sessions. 

Monday 7th Jan – Novice Training 

Warmer overnight and no more sign of rain. Main activities for the day were the novices 

completing their downstream swims from the Classroom to above the Boat ramp. Mostly younger 

novices this time so Wayne and Scott decided to avoid the Sump – lucky Kim! The focus was 

getting the novice paddlers through their river safety brief from Wayne and Scott before the 

downriver swim. The exercise requires novices to swim out to mid-stream just above the 

pumpkins until clear of the downstream pumpkins and rocks, then float on their backs facing 

downstream with feet well clear of river bottom. This exercise is aimed at ensuring that all 

novices are comfortable in the cold (freezing) water and can make their way back to the bank 

further downstream. All novices performed very well other than a few complaints about the cold 

water. I think that after the second swim the 

water temperature was becoming more 

tolerable and they were enjoying the 

downstream float. 

Second attempt was to swim out midstream 

and meet up as a group of 3 – 4 and float 

downstream one behind the other. 

 

 

 

In the afternoon Leigh led a group comprising 

Charlie, Marina, Bruce, Julie, Rhiannon, Will, Simon, and Mark for a paddle from the Dam Wall 

Kim making her way to mid-stream above the pumpkins 

 

Kim, Julie and Rhiannon rafting the Goulburn 

Charlie mastering the second pumpkin 



and through the ‘S’ bend - a trip normally used to get the novice paddles accustomed to river 

conditions prior to tackling Big River. Kim saw us off at the pondage wall. 

Setting of was a bit more challenging this time as the small island off the Put-In was totally 

flooded so we grouped up just below the Put-

In. We played around the ‘S’ bend, practicing 

cutting in and out of the eddy. With the fast 

flowing river, it wasn’t long before we were 

back at the Classroom. Was good to see Bruce 

Enting back on the water and enjoying the 

paddle. While away, the remainder continued 

on with novice training for the afternoon. 

 

We had time after the Dam wall paddle for some 

Sump time so Leigh, Simon, Mark and Charlie 

headed downstream. Much harder to get on front 

wave with greater river flow and higher water. A 

few capsizes with Simon and Will’s kayaks 

colliding and Simon off second best. 

Finished of the day with a gathering in the Camp 

Kitchen for dinner and a chat. 

Tuesday 8th Jan – Novice Training and Sump for others 

Rob and Bron arrived from Shepparton and wandered down to the classroom ready for action! 

Scott and Wayne assisted by Anne and Chris continued with their training sessions for the 

younger paddlers. Great to see the enthusiasm and how quickly they pick up the techniques – you 

can see their confidence building. 

As Kim wasn’t feeling well with a cold coming on she wisely decided to stay out of the cold 

water and would return to Adelaide on Wednesday to recover. Managed to get 3 days booking for 

next year as a refund for early departure. 

The afternoon was Sump for Simon, Leigh, 

Mark and Charlie.  

Setting of from Pondage Wall 

Leigh playing in the Soup 

Are you under there Simon? 

Simon heading for the Sump wave 



During the afternoon one of the slalom ropes had become entangled in the shrubbery off river left 

and caused havoc for Simon while attempting to clear. Wasn’t long before he was out of his 

kayak and getting dragged towards the willows in river left top eddy. With the higher water level 

and fast flow this area had essentially become a “stopper”. Simon eventually managed to clear the 

rope by cutting and then recover his kayak and himself with the help of Leigh.  

I managed to survive navigating the Sump this time and had some good ferry glides to and from 

river left as well as cutting in and out of the fast flowing river – pretty happy! Eventually the 

sump got the better of me but my roll worked well. 

 

Will nicely positioning for Sump Wave 

Day finished with gathering at Camp Kitchen for dinner and setting up cars and Charlie and 

Marina’s Trailer for Big River paddle in the morning. 

 

 

Wednesday 9th Jan – Big River 

The novice training continued while Charlie, Marina, Bruce, Julie, Chris, Rob, Leigh, Will, 

Simon, Anne and Mark headed of for another Big River adventure. We had our safety meeting 

after dinner and Leigh volunteered to lead the trip while Wayne and Scott continued with the 

training. 



The plan was to paddle from the 

rapids down to the Big River Bridge 

then possibly further depending on 

river condition. On reaching the 

bridge we checked the gauge and not 

looking good, even for SA paddlers 

with the level below 0.4m. 

 

 

 

 

 

We continued on to check out the 

Rapids before making a final decision. Wasn’t looking any better on the drive up so Leigh made 

the call not to paddle this time.  

 

                  Last year’s Seal Launch point – bank has since collapsed 

Jumped in cars for trip back to Blue Gums, all feeling a bit disappointed but discussing plan B to 

paddle from Blue Gums to Thornton. Ended up being an enjoyable trip, starting with the 

excitement of bombing down through the rapids. Leigh made sure we were all aware of the 

hazards during the trip and was a good opportunity to admire the countryside down to Thornton. 

Big River Bridge Gauge 

Looking at the rapids downstream 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wayne and Libby had picked up trout orders at Eildon Trout Farm while the Polley Family 

caught theirs at the farm. All enjoyed dinner dining on trout, either pre-smoked or cooked on 

BBQ hotplate. Finished of the evening with the remainder of Anne’s Black Bun. 

Towards end of the evening Wayne proposed a toast to Dave Mausolf. This was celebrated with 

his favourite kayaking trip drink – “Green Ginger 

wine”. Apparently Dave had introduced Tracy to the 

delights of Green Ginger wine on a previous trip and 

she also took a liking to the wine – particularly on 

cold trips. 

 

Toast to Dave Mausolf with Green Ginger wine 

Thursday 10th Jan – Early Departures 

Departure day for some – Simon, Anne, Leigh and the Entings and Polleys along with most of 

Wayne and Libby’s extended family. Bit of a slow morning but by 9.30am Charlie, Marina, Rob 

and Mark joined Wayne for some river reading exercise with upstream navigating and paddling. 

As we found out, no easy feat with the strong – and increasing flow. Chris judged our 

performance from the bank and Libby did a few drills upstream of the Pumpkins. Very pleasant, 

partly cloudy and river still at same height and just as pushy. After a couple of hours, we 

completed the sessions with a visit to all the Pumpkins – a few totally underwater now, along 

with a bit more surfing, particularly around the ladder. 

Lunchtime stop Julie and Bruce Enting 

Anne's remaining Scottish Black Bun looked like this 



 

After an extended lunch break for 

visits to Eildon, we were back on 

water about 2.30pm for more play 

around the Pumpkins. The second 

Pumpkin continued to be challenging 

for surfing – all bar by Rob and his 

shovel nosed Dagger! Wayne got 

caught by the Eddy Monster at one 

stage and provided good rescue 

practice for the group. Another visit 

to the downstream Pumpkins before 

getting off water by 4pm. Had our 

last dinner in the kitchen, discussing 

future trips. There is a strong consensus for a November trip to the Snowy River and possibly 

other rivers with the Whitehorse Club in November. 

Friday 11th Jan – Final Paddle and Packup 

Another lovely day with slow start before on water at 9am for some more skills training with 

Wayne. Water even higher and level will be maintained at 2.5m into next week. Both nearest 

Pumpkins almost underwater now. Paddling not as much fun at this level. Charlie went for a 

swim while playing around the Pumpkins and was almost at the Boat ramp before we got him and 

his boat to the bank. Very fast river now. Charlie and Mark accompanied Wayne and Libby 

upstream to the rapids in their canoe for some practice around island and rapids. 

Off water about 2pm to allow packup time before departures in the morning. Wayne mentioned 

that he had never seen so much water going over Snobs Creek Waterfall was so I took the 

opportunity to check it out. 

 

 

Way to Snobs Creek Falls 

Main Snobs Falls 

Mark playing around the Pumpkins 



 

View towards Goulburn River 

In the evening we dined in Eildon at nice pizza 

restaurant called Woodfire Pizza. Considering the 

temperature outside had warmed up again the air-

conditioning inside was very appealing.  

Very good meal, wine and service – although one-

man operation. Said we would return in Jan 2020 

with about 20 members of Adelaide Canoe Club – 

could see a shocked look on the owners face – just 

said we may have to wait a long time to all get served. 

Saturday 12th Jan – Departure 

Last morning was dew free making packing up much easier. Kayaks all loaded the previous day 

and everyone ready for early departure. Charlie, Marina and Chris wanted more paddling and had 

organised to paddle downstream to Seymour over 3 nights. To avoid any mishaps, they wheeled 

their kayaks down below the sump for an easier departure. All said our farewells and were on our 

way. Just before leaving I walked down to the sump – all rocks just about under water. 

Recommended dining in Eildon 

 



 

Sump on last day - most rocks covered! 

Once again the visit to Blue Gums has been fantastic and I think enjoyed by all. This is 

emphasized by the club members such as Rob and Bron Bowen who have been regularly coming 

back over the last 9 years.  

A big “Thank You” to all the instructors and experienced kayakers who, over many years, have 

taught club members white-water kayaking skills at Eildon. This year a group of completely ill-

equipped and inexperienced kayakers ended up capsizing and were washed into the dangerous 

trees below the Sump on river left. Adelaide Canoe Club members were there and able to rescue 

them. Without the skills we have been taught over the years this incident could have had a 

disastrous outcome. 

During this trip Wayne mentioned that future trips will have to be run as Peer Paddles until others 

can take his place as Organiser and Leader for these demanding trips, especially wild river trips 

such as Big River. Wayne and Libby have booked in for 2020 from Sunday 5th Jan to Saturday 

11th Jan however all attendees will have to paddle as peer paddlers. 

 

Until next trip, Happy Paddling, 

 

Mark Loram 

 


